The Fertile Crescent, Persian Empire, Ancient Egypt
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**Across**

1 - Religion with many gods.
3 - Violent, war-like people of Mesopotamia.
4 - Egyptian god-king.
9 - Persian leader who helped overthrow the Medes.
11 - Considered one of the greatest of the Pharaohs.
13 - Word used to describe accepting other peoples traditions and customs without making them change.
14 - Oldest epic hero.

**Down**

1 - Reedy plant that grows along the Nile; used to make a paper-like material.
2 - First to work with Iron in Mesopotamia.
5 - Great female Pharaoh
6 - Allowed the interpretation of Hieroglyphics
7 - Only organ left in a mummified body in Ancient Egypt
8 - Earliest Mesopotamian civilization.

9 - Earliest system of writing.
10 - stretched for 1,500 miles.
12 - Ancient Egyptian burial tomb from Old kingdom.
15 - A name given to a government that controls many different people (language, cultures, etc...).
16 - Babylonian King - had laws written down